
Some people think that government in is wasting money on the art and that money could be better 
spend spent elsewhere. To what extend extent do you agree with this view?

There are numerous opponents on the governmental budget for art, disagreeing with spending 
national funds and financial resources on that field and related activities. They found it unnecessary 
and argue that this huge amount of money can be invested on in other important majors like health 
areas or welfare issues.

While in some developing countries which where the fundamental structureinfrastructures are under 
inadequate content it would be logical and knowledgeable understandable that a significant amount 
of  saved wealth be allocated for the most initial basic needs like food supplies or potable water, it 
could be generally different in developed countries. As public population pass throughgo beyond their 
first needs, it would be predictable that their stage status will be level elevatedup and changed 
spectacularly, so that the new sight point of view will be born. Certainly the first aspect of these new 
attitudes’ generation will be called as art. It it would be difficult to describe a complete and clear 
definition of this word, though anyone has experienced it several times on in his lifelonglifetime.

Meanwhile some people believe that the art field is luxury and unnecessary there is are many pieces 
of historical evidences which proof prove that art are is able to impress on human beings’ emotions or 
can reflect our feeling not only in romance and love but also in violence and war. The art can be 
distributed all around the world in a new common language in a peaceful way. During the world wars 
in the midst of death and destruction the art shows people’s disagreement to with their governments. 
It is a universal weapon and the basin source of hope and appointment.

So it could be hard to eliminate art and who would be able to imagine the world without art?.

 In conclusion as men mankind needs accommodation medical care and so onother needs for their 
body they need proper attention on to their mind and sense of humor. The Whole of this object 
subject could be acceptable if anyone went onstruck a balance and in their associated proper time and 
place.


